
A
t 18, Lee Ji Heng, the youngest
winner of the recent Singapore
International Competition for
Chinese Orchestral Composi-
tion 2011, has his music career

all planned out.
“I am interested in becoming a music

teacher in a junior college. That’s why I
took music as an A-level subject so I can be
exposed to how it is being taught,” says Ji
Heng, who just completed his final year of
study at Raffles Institution (Junior College).

The precocious teen adds that a career in
teaching seems to be a stable choice
compared to performing.

Ji Heng won the Singaporean Composer
Award of $4,000 last month for his work
Dark Light, a piece exploring the para-
doxical fusion of music styles across
cultures.

It helps that his parents, Mr Lee Ho
Mein, 50, a quality assurance manager, and
housewife Goh Lee Huang, 46, are support-
ive of their elder son’s musical aspirations.
The couple have another son Zhi Yuan, 13,
who is also a student at Raffles Institution.

Mr Lee says: “At first, we were struggling
over whether we should allow him to
proceed further in the direction of music.
In the end, we decided that it is more
important that he likes what he does.

“We work for survival, so if he enjoys
his work, it will be more meaningful.”

Did Ji Heng show a flair for music
from young?
Madam Goh: After attending the first few
days of nursery school, I was surprised that
he could play nursery rhymes by ear on the
piano, even though he did not know how
to play the piano then.

It was then that I realised I had to get a
piano teacher for him. I felt very happy
because I had always wanted to learn the
piano from young but my family could not
afford it. I picked it up only when I started
working and bought myself a piano.
Mr Lee: I did not see him as a music prodi-
gy because as parents, we preferred him to
focus on academic subjects and take up
music for leisure instead. So we did not
push him in music.
Ji Heng: I could improvise and play music
by ear but I thought that it was natural for
everyone who learnt music.

When I was in Pei Chun Public School, a
group of friends and I would play the piano
on a stage near the canteen during recess
and lunch. I played mostly pop songs by
Mandopop singer Ocean Ou. We managed
to get a mini concert going.

My interest in music was really piqued
from Secondary 3 onwards, during the
peak period of my musical life in school.

The music elective programme I was in
became more intensive. I also held leader-
ship positions in the guitar ensembles in
secondary school and junior college. Before
that, I was more interested in computer
science and graphic design, and took part in
related school projects and competitions.

What are your parenting styles like?
Mr Lee: We caned them when they were
very young. I am stricter than my wife. All I
had to do was to stare at them and they
would be afraid and behave themselves.
Madam Goh: After punishing them, we
would talk to them and let them know why
they were being punished so they would
not make the mistake again.

Study-wise, they are quite independent.
Still, I would sit with them to revise during
the examination period.
Ji Heng: My parents’ styles changed over

time. They stopped caning from upper
primary onwards and switched to talking
and reasoning. However, if I disagreed with
their reasoning, I would get scolded.

Describe your relationship with your
brother.
Ji Heng: We are different in terms of
character. I am more of a follower but he is
more assertive. So when it comes to family
decisions, he will have more say in the
discussions while I am more easygoing.

While it is good that we do not fight, it
also means that it is harder to get me to
make a decision.
Zhi Yuan: My brother is a role model to
me as he is good both academically and in
the arts.

While I also play the piano, there is no
rivalry between us because I prefer to

perform while my brother prefers back-
stage work such as composing.

I am more into pop music while he is
into classical music. I enjoy sharing the
same room with him as there is always
someone to talk to. But he can be quite
untidy too.

How do you feel about Ji Heng going
to national service early next year?
Madam Goh: As parents, we are definitely
worried. But he is quite independent and I
think NS is also a good time to train him to
become more mature. He has started jog-
ging at night with his dad to train for the
stint.
Mr Lee: I have gone through NS so I think
it is good training for him to become
independent. But I do not give him advice
on how to survive because times have

changed. He can get such information
from his friends.
Ji Heng: I feel very neutral about going to
NS because it is just a passage in life for
every Singaporean male. I just take it as my
quasi-education, like progressing from
secondary school to junior college.

If the parent-child roles are reversed,
what would you do differently?
Ji Heng: I would do nothing as I think
that the status quo is okay, as everyone’s
lives are made up of the sum of their experi-
ences along the way. So I should just
respect the past as it is.
Mr Lee: I would change nothing.
Madam Goh: I, too, would change noth-
ing as I like the way he is now.
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Bruce Lee has had an enduring influence
on me but in an unexpected way.

Ever since I read his biography as a teen-
ager, I have come to appreciate the mantra
“economy in movement” on which his
martial arts philosophy is based.

You may wonder how a guy who
jumped about executing roundhouse
gongfu kicks while making animal-like
screeches could be perceived as being
economical in his actions.

In reality, he was far removed from his
movie persona.

Lee was schooled in the wing chun style
of martial arts. He subsequently founded
another style known as jeet kune do.

Both emphasise ease of movement so as
to conserve energy for a long and hard
fight.

While I am no pugilist, I am sold on his
philosophy as a way of life.

I’d sooner take an HDB flat right smack
in the centre of a bustling heartland than a
quiet countryside condominium apart-
ment that is kilometres from amenities.

A few years back, I put a stop to the
vagaries of the daily commute by moving
to a house nearer to the office. I also
managed to enrol my children at a good
primary school within walking distance of
my house.

What a fabulous arrangement, I
thought.

Living near the school is important as

my wife and I want to spare the children a
lengthy commute.

But man proposes, God disposes.
My best-laid plans were scuttled this

year when my older daughter Yanrong
transferred to another school after gaining
admission into the Gifted Education
Programme and the daily commute to
school became an issue.

At her old school, Yanrong could wake
up at 6.30am and drop by the market for a
quick breakfast along the way.

Now, she has to wake up an hour earlier
to catch the 6am school bus.

The early pick-up is not due to the
distance from home to school. It is to allow
bus operators to earn additional income
from ferrying workers to the office after
they are done taking the children to
school.

As a result, Yanrong gets to school a
good 50 minutes ahead of time with
nothing to do. The early arrivals are encou-
raged to read but I don’t want Yanrong to
read a book in the dim canteen light.

Is it any wonder that the myopia rate
among schoolchildren is rising?

Another consequence of an early start is
that she frequently finds it necessary to
take an afternoon nap. This interferes with
her bedtime.

As a result, she sleeps late and doesn’t
get enough uninterrupted rest before she
has to get up again.

To break this vicious circle, I am think-
ing of taking her to school myself.

By doing so, I figure she can go back to
waking up at 6.30am since it does not take
more than 20 minutes by car to get to
school, even during the morning peak
hour.

If it’s such a no-brainer, why am I not
doing it on a regular basis?

Well, unlike most working parents who
take their children to school as part of their
daily morning commute to work, I mostly
work the late shift, which means knocking
off at 1am.

I shudder to imagine my fatigue level if I
have to wake up early the next day, five
days a week.

That is why with a week to go before the
new school term starts, I’m still debating
whether to continue with the school-bus
arrangement.

It breaks my heart to see Yanrong’s
frequent struggle to drag herself out of bed
at an unearthly hour. But I also have to ask
if I am able to cope with less sleep if I start
driving her to school.

Yanrong tells me she would rather take
the bus than put me in a spot.

I’m touched, though it is easy to be posi-
tive when the question is posed to her in
the middle of the day after she has had
nine hours of sleep.

My plan to fetch Yanrong to school is
certainly not economical, cost- and
energy-wise.

But when it’s a labour of love, cost analy-
sis gets the short shrift.

I wonder if I can still say this with con-
viction once I start getting five to six hours
of sleep a day.
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What do you do to help both you and
your child get enough rest while
enduring early commutes to school?
E-mail suntimes@sph.com.sg

Q My six-year-old son is com-
fortable speaking English
and Mandarin, but seems to

have an aversion to Chinese
lessons in school and learning
Chinese characters. What can I do
at home to make learning Chinese
fun for him?

A Research has shown that the
home environment plays an
instrumental role in motivating

children to read, enhancing what and
how they learn in school, and making
learning fun.

Four factors have been found to be
important.

First, there needs to be a substantial
amount of Chinese print materials at
home, such as age-appropriate story
books.

Second, parents need to be role
models and be able to read and write in
Chinese, either in traditional print or
electronic form.

It is difficult to imagine a child
growing up in a family in which no one
ever reads in Chinese wanting to read
and learn Chinese – much less having
fun doing so.

Third, children and parents should
read together. Shared reading is a
chance to review the characters chil-
dren have learned.

More importantly, reading is more
enjoyable for children when parents
are doing it together with them.

Parents can encourage their child to
share and discuss his or her ideas, while
reinforcing and enlarging the child’s
knowledge of Chinese characters.

Chinese character recognition and
learning can be fun if given a context
through meaningful and interactive
reading.

And, finally, independent reading.
Simply handing a book to a six-year-old
or beginner reader and saying “read it”
will certainly not be of much help.

Too often, assigned reading is not
fun. This is where modern information
and communication technology tools
and digital, interactive learning
programmes can come into play.

Reading on an iPad with integrated
character-learning activities would
surely be more interesting and fun than
copying characters by hand on a
worksheet.

Dr Zhang Dongbo, who answered
this question, is a research scientist
at the Centre for Research in
Pedagogy and Practice, National
Institute of Education (NIE),
Singapore.

He does research on
second-language acquisition and
bilingual children’s literacy
acquisition.

Have a parenting question? E-mail
stlife@sph.com.sg with the subject
header, “Parenting 101”.
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